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I. Introduction 

Considerable progress hag reoently aohleved In investigation 
of the string dynamics in background fields corresponding to the 
first lerels of the string speotrta * . In this approach one 
gets a new insight Into the properties of the string itself, and 
some information on the local fields generated by the interacting 
strings in the low energy limit can he obtained. 

The background fields corresponding to massless states 
in the string spectrum are of special interest In the string 

1-5 approach to the particle physics . It is these states that 
should be compared with the elementary particles observed in the 

7,a _ 
energy range available in the experiment now . The 
•Aoelian gauge vector field (eleatromagnetlc field) corresponds 
to the massless state in the spectrum of open strings . Oils 

1 field does not act ол the fermionlc variables of the string , 
and as a consequence we can confine ourselves to the considera
tion of a bosonic part of the string spectrum. 

A constant homogeneous eledtromagnetlc field in the b_di_ 
mensional space—time can be of two types, non—Isotropic and 
Isotropic. This corresponds to two canonical forms of the 
strength tensor < " , . In the case of the four-dimensional space-
time the non-isotropic electromagnetic field can be cast by a 
appropriate Lorentz transformation into the parallel electric 
and magnetic fields. An isotropic electromagnetic field In an 
arbitrary reference frame describes electric and magnetic fields 
which are equal and perpendicular to each other. 

The dynamios of open strings has been investigated In a 
non-lsotropio electromagnetic field . % e string dynamios 

x ) To introduce into the string theory the non-Abellan gauge 
syaeetry, one should to use the Chan— Faton meohanism . 
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turns out to be stable only if a oonstraint on the invariants 
of the tensor F . Is satisfied. In a special reference frame 
this requirement reduces to the oonetralnt en the absolute value 
of the eleotrlo field. This result Is a dlreot lndloatlon that the 
Teotor *bellan gauge field generated by interacting strings In 
the low energy limit ihould be described by a nonlinear ̂ agran-
glan Instead of the Maxwell Lagrangian (for example, by the 
Born - Infeld lagranglan ' ) . 

In Ref. 1 it has been shown that for the isotropic configura
tion of an external electromagnetic field such a restriction is 
absent. This conclusion was based on the analysis of the boundary 
conditions without using the solution of the equations of notion . 

In the present paper, the investigation of the string 
dynamics in a background non-isotropic electromagnetic field 
carried out in Ref. 1 is extended to the ease of an isotropic 
external field. Two types of open strings are considered, neutral 
strings and strings with a net charge. The generalized light-like 
gauge is introduced, the general solution of the equations of 
motion are constructed and the string masв spectrum is analysed. 
On the basis of the obtained results one can conclude that the 
string dynamics In a background Isotropic electromagnetic field 
is stable at an arbitrary value of the external field strength. 

The rest of this paper is arranged in the following way. 
In the ssoond section, the action of an open string in an exter
nal electromagnetic field is Introduced and the equations of mo
tion and boundary conditions are Detained. Here the oanonloal 
form of the strenth tensor far -.he Isotropic eleotromag-
netio field 1* given too. 

In the third eeotlon, the dynamlos ef the neutral strings in 
the laotroplo field Is Investigated. "е lntroduoe the light-like 
gauge ooaditlons that can be used both for neutral and charged 
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strings moving In an isotropic external field. The Independent 
dynamical variables are separated and the general solutions for 
them are oons true ted. On this basis the string speotrun is 
investigated. In the forth section, the same is done for a 
charged open string in an isotropic background electromagnetic 
field. !n conclusion the obtained results are shortly discussed. 

2. Action functional and equations of motion 
The dynamics of an open bosonlc string with charges Q 

and Q. at its ends placed in an external electromagnetic field 
А [Я) is defined by the action 

where / is the string tension, -X (Z&J, M-~ 0, f,...t2)-f 
are the string- coordinates, L = U ; 6 = U \ Q- Ш? ( \0JC OX j| 
ii=0,i: 6=0, <4=-S- X=dz\ je'^dx . in the 
enveloping зрасе-time the metric with signature (^ >~> — , ~ , • ••) 
i s used. 

In the orthonormal gauge 

(JC±JC') =0 (2.2) 

the string i s desorlbed by the equations of motion 

JCJ - - Г =0 <2-э) 

and boundary conditions 

F-дА -dAu. 



Further we suppose that Г does not depend on X and 
consider the isotropic background field when matrix / 
has the following block-diagonal form 

F= А О 
0 & 

where * Is a (4x4) matrix of the form 

О F О О 

-F 0 о F 

O O O O 

О -F О О 
ana D is the block-diagonal (D_Ox(I>-4) matrix 

A 

(2 .5) 

(2 .6) 

Here B^, <X=l,3....y (j)/2)- 1 

) . (2.7) 

8 = 
0 H 

are (2x2) matrices 

(2.8) 

We assume for definiteness that D i s an етеп number. 

The matrix A defined in (2.6) maintains i t s form in an 

arbitrary reference frame. The rest part of the tensor F. can 

be tr ana formed to the form ( 2 . 7 ) . (2.B) by an appropriate rotation 

of the las t (D-4) apace-like coordinates. 

3. Heutral string 

In this aeotlon we investigate the dynamics of the neutral 

string ( <2 = ~ Ф = # ) in an Isotropic background e l eo tro -

magnetio f i e l d . In the oaae under consideration the tota l 

canonloal moment on of the string 
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РГ=1 p^Ct,6U6, (3.1) 
о 

i s conserved and the l i g h t - l i k e gauge can be introduced in the 
folliwlng way 

T^jc"* t^f,*"-*-'^/*. ( 3. 3) 
у * г 

where /7 is a constant isotropio rector Л =Q • It is 
convenient to choose the components of this vector so that the 
gauge conditions (3.3) do not depend on the external fields 
Putting 

/1^ CU 0,0, г, О,...) СЭ.4) 
we obtain from (2 .5 ) - (2 .8 ) and (3 .3) 

where V2Q =a ±a\ 
The boundary conditions (2-4) with allowanae for (3.?) talcs 

the form (6= O, 31) 

•x'-O, JC'+ +VT fJ: %= O, D.6) 

*".*г/£-а, x"-o, f-Cf/Tjf; ar, 



(3.8) 

The l i g h t - l i k e gauge (3 .3) enables one to sp l i t the string 

coordinates ~*- into dependent and Independent ones. A s 
usual) we shall treat as independent variables the transverse 
string coordinates Л \ — j JC , JC , X , X , . . , } JC К 

and l ight-cone variables 
be considered аз dependent ones. 

From the orthonormal gauge oonditions (2 .2) using (3 . l ) 
we obtain 

X = — (.T^jr, J, x =~ХХХ±. (3. 9 ) 

Thus, equations (3.5) and (3.9) express the dependent variab
les in terms of the independent ones, *t is easy to be convinced 
that ea.3. (3.5) and (3.9) are oonsistent with the equations of 
motion (2.3) and boundary oonditions (Э.б)-(З.в) in the follow
ing sense: it the transverse variables obey equations 
of potion (2.3) and boundary oonditions (з.7),(3.е), then de-
pendent string coordinates JC and ** expressed in terms of 
•T± and Xx aooordmg to (3.?) and (3.9) satisfy Sqs. (2.3) 
and their boundary oonditions (3.6). 

The independent string coordinates are represented in the 
form 
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XCr,6) = Q^Yr7-1/2 / _ 4 4 - 7 = 2 . ^ f * t a s / ^ , 
J' ' J, Г VJ/ T^o П 

* s-2. D * — ^lf>7 n/ 

• r- «C * 

The momentum va r i ab le s ( 3 .2 ) can also oe divided in to the 

dependent 

p T= Tx + - VI ̂  fsr'J p~=Tx~ 0.11) 

and lad epenc ent one s 

A гт- A P ' T ~ " * Г А 

~±tP+iP ),(f+hjijrze $<****, 
<X = 2,5,...,(D/2)-f. 



Now we can Investigate the string mass squared 

4f virtue of eqs. 0.9) and (3.11) we obtain for H 

Using expansion (З.Ю) we can calculate straightforwardly 

**H At P. 
' of=2 * * 

-t-

A A (W)-
/,*• (3.15) 

f <*. 

where fJ = С И J + {г1 / . T h e amplitudes -f 
Ы J. -<w 

can be expressed In terms of the standard creat ion and a n n i h i l a 

t ion operators as I t i s done in Ref . l . F o r t h i s purpose, one has 

to Invert the expansions (З .Ю) and (3.12) represent ing 

ood 5 i n terms of and pC?,<o) which have the usual 
ft 

ooamitator 

i,j= t,2.,<f,S,...,l>-i. 

Then eq. C j . l j ) becomes 

AfZ=-M* ^xTZZna^a' 0.1» 

ij " Сз.гб) 

tf tt=t t=t 
ft »•» 
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where /v. is a tachyonic contribution doe to the motion of the r> 
string as a «hole In transverse directions 

(Щ-f 

(3.1в) 

The operators Я obey the usual commutation relations 

l a i , ^J ]=o..d 0.19) 
It is interesting to consider the string energy in a 

special reference frame where the component i~* of the total 
momentum of the string vanishes. The transition to this reference 
frame maintains the isotropic structure of the electromagnetic 
strength tensor (2.5) ana (2.6). 

% virtue of (3.1*) we obtain 

(э.го) 

In contrast to / Y in (3.17), L ie positive definite at 
the classical level. In quantum theory the zero {Dint oscilla
tions of the string give a teohyonlc contribution Into So,. 

°-17) „>г - 2-2. 

and into Eq. (3.20) 
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Thus the analysis of the mass and energy spectrum of the 
open neutral string does not give any restriction on the 
external Isotropic electromagnetic field, The same result has 
been obtained in Ref. 1 by investigating only the boundary 
conditions (2.4). Probably the 3tring dynamics under consideration 
is stable at arbitrary values of the field strngth г in *q, 
(2.6), while in the case of a non-isotropic background electro-

1 3 magnetic field we have the constraint ' 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that if is absolutely unclear 
what is the physical implication of the tachyonic contribution 
/v, to trie squared mass of the string (3.17) caused by the 
translation motion of the string as a whole in transverse direc
tions. 

4. Charged string in a background isotropic electromagnetic field 

As it was shown in Ref. 1, the light-like gauge cannot be 
introduced in the theory of the open charged strings when the 
external electrio field does not vanish. (See also Ref. 11 ). 
However, In the oaee of an isotropic background field the 
light-like gauge (3.5) can be introduced for the open strings 
with a net oharge. Indeed in Eqs. (3.5) there is no dependence on 
the external field and as a oonsequenoe these equations oan be 
in agreement with the boundary conditions. In addition, the 
projeotion of the total momentum of the string onto the constant 
veotsr ft given by (3.4) la oonserved. It is easy to show 
if one takes the eleotronagnetic potential in the 

/* form 
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Talcing into account Eqs. (2 .5) and (2.б) we obtain 

U . 2 ) 

A te> = --fy, A &)=-£*' A(x)=0, Act)=-§-xt... . 
The density of the momentum variables is given by 

p^w—H - T^A %A *;*)%«-6j, 
6~=0 6 - J>. 

From Eq s . (4 .2) and (4.3) i t follows that 

because of A Cx) = O. 
The boundary conditions in the oaae under consideration are 

Tx'++Vz^ fj: '« o, Tx^-Yz^r Fx'= 0, 

JT =6', Л" =0, 

7JC -tYz%Fjc~=0; Тл• -Vz%fJr~=o. 
Tb* boundary oondltlone for th« f i n i n g ooeponente of JC C7,6) 
art the ваше as in the oase of the non-leotropio background f i e ld 
(see Bo.. (5 .г) in Baf. 1 ) . " i th allowaao* for the equations of 
notion (2.3) and boundary oondltlons (4.9) It may be verif ied that 
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the project ion of the t o t a l s t r i n g momentum onto the vector ft" 

P =1р~СГ,ё)о/б = TjJc~tt,6)d6 C4.6) 
о о 

is conserved. 
The boundary conditions for JC in (4.5.) are simplified 

by virtue of the light-like gauge conditions (3.5) 

As in the preceding seotion we treat the transverse 
string coordinates J2" = JJT , JT, JC} X , ... > as the indepen
dent dynamical variables and the light—cone coordinates 

as the dependent ones. One can easily 
verify again that Eqs. (3.9) representing the dependent variables 
in terms of the independent ones are in agreement with the equa
tions of motion, (г.з) and boundary conditions (4.5) and (4.7). 

Let us го now to the construction of the reneral solution 
for the Independent string coordinates. For J- (-1,6) we have 
obviously the same expansion as in (3. x0). For the components 

, A "4,5, ... D-l one can use the solution 
obtained under consideration of the non-isotropic background 
field (see *qe. (5.13) and (5.1б) in Ref. 1 ). A new solution 
is for . It oontaine now additional terms proportio— 

5- г Л"-rial to С and О 
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By virtue of (4.l)-(4.3) the density of the corresponding 
canonical momentum is л 

=y?(q +У) t. !L JL + та.+yEr e c<V*<*-

The integration constant CC in the expansion (4 .8) and 

(4.9) can be wr i t t en in terms of P'CO), where 

Per) =)p 'cT,6)de. (4. jo) 
0 

From (4.9) ana (4.10) i t follows that 

P(O) 

The general solut ion of the equations of motion enables 

to obtain for the s t r i n g mass squared the same formula as in 
(3.17) with a new expression for At . Only the f i r s t term in 

tr 
(3.18) should be modified. Now it can depend on the evolution 
parameter 4 exactly because the total energy-momentum rector 
of the string P* is not conserved in the case under considera
tion. 

Hence the structure of the mass spectrum of the charged 
string in an isotropic baokground electromagnetic "leld remains 
the same as In the case of neutral string. Any constraints on the 
external field do not appear. 
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5. Conclusion 

The absence of the constraints on the external isotropic 
electromagnetic field in the open string theory can be Inter
preted at first sight as a contradiction with the conclusion that 
the electromagnetic field generated Ъу an interacting strings 
should be described by the nonlinear Born - Infeld ^agrangian ' i 

//л 

As a matter of fact, it is not so. ?he constraint (3.23) for the 
non-isotropic electromagnetio field in the framework of the Born -
Infeld theory is a consequence of positivity of the radlcand in 
(5.1). ^or the isotropic tensor r this expression equals 1, 
and as a consequence, there are no constraints on / / " in this case. 
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